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by combining multi-technology models, a complete radio-planning tool, and an ai planning engine, atoll will be able to plan and optimise all aspects of your wireless network, including radio planning for macro, micro, femto, small cells, as well as satellite and fixed
wireless. however, in the future, operators will not plan their networks manually. a powerful tool will be able to plan the network automatically, with minimal human intervention. this tool will use all available resources and data to make the best decisions, selecting
the most suitable technologies to meet the different coverage requirements. the tool will optimise the network by choosing the right resources, taking into account the spectrum, the cell sizes, and the transmission power, among other factors. the future of wireless
will involve planning with machine learning, automating the entire process to plan the wireless network with minimal human intervention. a combination of radio-planning and ai will be the best way to plan a network. the tool will be able to generate a full analysis of
the coverage and capacity of the network and pick the most appropriate technologies and cells to cover the entire network. this tool will not only plan the network but also optimise it, selecting the best spectrum to maximise the coverage of each cell. the tool will be
able to generate and optimise a full assessment of the best spectrum to maximise coverage, call capacity and spectrum efficiency. in summary, atoll is the leading radio-planning and ran optimisation platform for the gsm, wcdma, lte, and 5g radio spectrum, and it is

also a complete multi-technology ran planning, optimisation and deployment solution for the last mile, the edge, the mobile core, as well as campus wireless.
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3gpp tr 36.888 v13.0.0, includes the standard core network (cn) for the evolved packet core (epc) and standard ran (sran) for the radio access network (ran). it was agreed in 3gpp that there will be a single ran optimization (sro) functionality in epc that will be used
for narrowband (nb) iot, 5g nr, lte, lte-advanced and mtc. this allows for a single sro tool, it is easy to use and also has the ability to optimize multiple rans at the same time. it improves the quality of the network and provides fast and accurate path information for the

users in addition to the ability to simulate the user equipment (ue) in live network. it is a complete solution for the ran planning and optimization for the mobile network. the ran planning & optimization tool (atoll) is the first and only rf planning software which
provides a multi-technology single system plan for the operator. it includes single radio unit (sru) multi-technology networks and virtualized heterogeneous networks. atoll can be used for multiple ran technologies such as lte, lte-a, lte-u, wimax, 3gpp2, tdd, tdma, fdd,

cdma, wigig, wimax, lte-o, wimax-o, wimax-i, wimax-m, lte-ran, ran-ap, lte-ran, lte-enb, ran-ap, and even can be used for the wireless local area network (wlan) and wi-fi devices as well. the atoll platform provides a step-by-step process for designing, planning,
configuring, and optimizing multi-technology networks. the atoll platform is not only designed to be a ran planning and optimization platform but also for many other operations such as supporting the mobility management, security, quality of service, and more. it

provides a multi-technology network planning and optimization tool for the operators. it is a complete multi-technology network planning tool that provides comprehensive network planning and optimization capabilities for the utran, gsm, cdma, 3gpp2, 2g, wimax, wi-
fi, ran, and even lte and wi-fi networks. 5ec8ef588b
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